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Abbreviations

ACFR Arab Center for Future Research
CSZ Center for the Study of Zionism, the Yishuv, and the History of the State of Israel
CZA Central Zionist Archives
DBGA David Ben-Gurion Archive
DP displaced person
HQ headquarters
HU Hebrew University of Jerusalem
IBA Israel Broadcasting Authority
IbTY *Iyunim BiTkumat Yisrael* [Studies in the Establishment of Israel]
IDF Israel Defense Forces
IDFA Israel Defense Forces Archive
ISA Israel State Archives
IST Israel State Television
IZL Irgun Zvai Leumi
JIH *Journal of Israeli History: Politics, Society, Culture*
JNF Jewish National Fund
JPS *Journal of Palestine Studies*
JSP Jewish Settlement Police
KMA Kibbutz Me’uhad Archives
MK Member of the Knesset
MoD Ministry of Defense
NA National Archives (Washington, DC)
NPA National Police Headquarters Archive
NRP National Religious Party
OBG *Ofakim BaGeographya* [Horizons in Geography]
PCIR Palestinian Center for Israeli Research
PIAT Projector Infantry, Anti-Tank
PLO Palestine Liberation Organization
Abbreviations

POW  prisoner of war
PRO  Public Record Office (London)
TAU  Tel Aviv University
TuV  *Teoriya U’Vikoret* [Theory and Criticism]
UN   United Nations
UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
YM   *Yalkut Moreshet* [Heritage Papers]
YvS  *Yad VaShem* (Jerusalem)
YZ   *Yahadut Zmaneinu* [Contemporary Jewry]
ZOA  Zionist Organization of America
ZSC  Zalman Shazar Center (Jerusalem)
Hebrew Journal Titles Translated

*Alpayim* [2000]
*Ashmoret* [Watch]
*BaSha’ar* [In the Gateway]
*BeEretz Yisrael* [In the Land of Israel]
*Be’Terem* [Before]
*Bikoret VēUtopia* [Criticism and Utopia]
*Bitzaron* [Citadel]
*Cathedra* [Chair]
*Dapim LeḤekar HaShoah VeHaMered* [Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust and the Revolt]
*Davar* [Thing]
*Dorot* [Generations]
*Gesher* [Bridge]
*HaAretz* [The Country]
*Hagar* [Hagar]
*HaTzofeh* [The Observer]
*Ha’Umma* [Nation]
*Hazut* [Aspect]
*HaMizraḥ HeHadash* [The New East, i.e., Journal of the Israel Oriental Society]
*Jama’a* [Group]
*La-Merhav* [To the Area]
*Ma’ariv* [Evening]
*Mahberot LeMehkar U’LeVikoret* [Notebooks for Research and Criticism]
*Medina, Mimshal, VēYahsim Bein-Le’umiim* [State, Government, and International Relations]
*Megamot* [Currents]
*Mehkarim Be-Geographya Historit-Yishuvit shel Eretz Yisrael* [Historical Geography Studies in the Settlement of Eretz-Israel]
Mekkarim BaGeographya shel Eretz Yisrael [Studies in the Geography of Israel]
Merhavim [Spaces]
MiBifnim [From Inside]
MiKedem U’MiYam [From East and West]
Molad [Birth]
Moznayim [Scales]
Ner [Candle]
Orlogin [Timepiece]
Panim [Face]
Pe’amim [Pulse]
Proza [Prose]
Riv’on LeKalkala [Economic Quarterly]
Riv’on LeMekkar Hevrati [Social Studies Quarterly]
Shdemot [Fields]
Shivat Tziyon [Return to Zion]
Shorashim BaMizrah [Roots in the East]
Siman Kriah [Exclamation Mark]
Sulam [Ladder]
Tikkun [Correction]
Tkhelet [Azure]
Tziyonut [Zionism]
Yalkut Moreshet [Heritage Kit]
Yedioth Aharonot [Latest News]
Zmanim [Times]